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I. Theory

Outline
In these lectures the foundations of spin dynam-

ics are discussed with reference to nuclear magnetic
resonance. The motivation is to understand how
multipulse sequences can be described in order to
arrive at results which are physically appealing, yet
quantitative. Essentially, the question that is to be
answered is what is the origin of the observed NMR
signals which result from a train of pulses. As a
concrete example, take a single crystal of KBr and
pulse the bromine (spin 3/2). After three pulses,
one observes a number of features shown in Figures
1 and 2. These are an FID, a pedestal and various
echoes, features which vary with the times between
pulses, the lengths of the pulses (pulse angle) and
the phases of the pulses. The last part of this review
studies the results for KBr and compares them with
experiment (1).

The outline of these lectures is:
I. Theory
A. What is spin?
B. Theories for calculating spin dynamics includ-

ing time ordering and differential equation methods.
C. The choice of basis based upon symmetry con-

siderations.
II. Application to KBr Crystals
A. Calculation of the effects of pulses.
B. Calculation of the evolution between pulses.
C. Empirical treatment of relaxation.
D. Comparison with experimental results.
This work rests on the foundations of quantum

mechanics (2,3). In particular, the properties of an-
gular momentum are exploited and this leads natu-
rally to the use of spherical tensor operators which
are discussed in standard books on the subject (4-
5). The use of the "direct" method in NMR was first
discussed by Banwell and Primas (6) and the use of
spherical tensor operators in NMR was first given

Pyper (7). Recently, Bain (8) has reviewed these
approaches and discussed the superspin formalism
in NMR.

A. What is spin?
Nuclear spin is an angular momentum associ-

ated with a nucleus and a true quantum phenom-
ena with no classical limit. Quantum mechanics is
based upon postulates which account for many ob-
servations. Essentially, quantum mechanics is the
unification of classical mechanics and classical elec-
tromagnetic theory so that particles and fields both
have particle and wave character. In NMR, the nu-
clear spins are treated quantum mechanically but it
is sufficient to treat the magnetic field classically.

The four postulates of quantum mechanics are:
i. there exists states; |n>
ii. operators A act on states;
hi. the Schroedinger equation gives the time evo-

lution and eigenvalues of the states.
iv. the expectation value of an operator in a

state is given by <n|A|n>.
In the following sections, starting from the basic

experimental observations, we show how quantum
mechanics describes spin angular momentum. This
leads to the basic commutation relations,

[IiJj] = ieijklk A.l.O
where £ is a third rank antisymmetric unit tensor
which is positive for an even permutation of ijk; neg-
ative for an odd permutation and zero if any two
indicies are the same. {ij,k} are the three Carte-
sian components of a vector operator I. We do not
state that the operator I exists, nor do we choose
IM as the labels of a spin state |IM>. These follow
naturally as discussed below.

The algebra which the operators obey defines
spin angular momentum and this is responsible for
the spin properties. Such commutator algebras are
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Figure 1. Free induction decay signal 4>±i["rXYY — r3] in the r3 period for 81Br in the [110] direction in a
single crystal of KBr at room temperature T\ = 390/is.
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Figure 2. Same as 1 except for (f>±i[j ~ *3] w ^ h T\ = 300/xs and T̂J =
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called Lie (pronounced "lee") algebras and although
the theory of Lie algebra is an advanced mathematic
subject, we need only a few properties from this
theory.

1. Stern-Gerlach Results

The original experiments of Stern and Gerlach
(9) were performed on beams of atomic silver and
led to the postulation by Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck
of the property of electron spin. Such experiments
performed on nuclear spin, give similar results.

Suppose a beam of particles which possess nu-
clear magnetic moments is passed through a spa-
tially inhomogeneous magnetic field. This field pro-
duces a force on the spins. Different orientations of
the magnetic moment will experience different forces
as the beam passes through the field thereby split-
ting the beam into components. For nuclear spins of
magnitude I, there are 21 + I different components
(Figure 3). The interaction of a nuclear magnetic
moment with a magnetic field is called the Zeeman
effect.

Consider the simplest case of I = 1/2. If a beam
of randomly oriented particles is passed through an
inhomogeneous field, then two beams emerge (Fig-
ure 4). Denote the upper beam by (+) and the
lower beam by (-). Once separated (by blocking of
one beam), it is known with certainty how the two
beams will respond to another inhomogeneous mag-
netic field oriented in the same way. That is, the
(+) beam will be deflected up and the (-) will be
deflected down with 100% probability (Figure 5).

Two essential features of this experiment are
preparation and observation. A natural procedure
is to rotate the second field and study the effects.
If the magnetic field is tipped to and angle 0 and <f>
of the original field direction, a prepared beam will
again be split (Figure 6).

After a statistically large number of spins have
passed through the field, the experimental probabil-
ity of obtaining the (+) state and the (-) state from
a pure (+) beam are respectively

P++ = cos20/2 (A.1.1)

fc = sin20/2 (.4.1.2)
P ^ means "The probability of getting spins
deflected(^n,/_,v) when starting with a pure beam

in the "+" state, and passing through a magnetic
field oriented at 0<j> to the first." For a given spin in
the (+) state, it is impossible to say, with certainty,
which state, (+) or (-), it will be in after passing
through the second field. In other words, the final
composition of the beam can only be predicted sta-
tistically as being in either (+) or (-). This fact, to
be developed in greater detail below, is one of the
fundamental differences between classical and quan-
tum mechanics. It leads to a statistical interpreta-
tion of states and to non-commutation of operators.

It is worthwhile to draw an analogy between
the Stern-Gerlach experiment and light polariza-
tion. After passing through a polarizer rotated by
0<j> from the original, the intensity drops by cos20.
In this case, the probability that a photon passes
through the second polarizer is cos20 while the prob-
ability that it does not pass is sin20. Light has a
wave and particle nature. Spins have a wave and
particle nature.

The above facts with the postulates of quantum
mechanics are enough to develop spin theory.

2. Summary of Experimental Evidence for
Spin

1) A random beam can be analyzed into its com-
ponents. Here for a spin 1/2 only two states are
possible and are denoted by

> and \17. > . (A.l.Z)

For convenience, a reference field is chosen in the z
direction. Therefore, define the reference states as

|a>s|l+>=|~> (A.1.4)

and

The |a >,\P > notation is common for spin 1/2
systems, but later we use the notation |IM> where
here I =1/2 and M = ±1/2 for the present case.
Postulate i of quantum mechanics has been used to
say the state must exist. Figure 7 defines 6 and <j>.

2) Changing the orientation of the field to 8 and
<t> gives the probability of the (-f) states as cos2#/2,
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Figure 3. The 21+1 magnetic components of a spin I.
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Figure 4. The splitting of a spin 1/2 into two components by an inhomogeneous magnetic field.

Figure 5. Field 1 prepares the spins so a second field with the same orientation as field 1 just deflects the
pure state.
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Figure 6. The second field orientated at angles 6<f> to the first field splits the pure state prepared by the first
field.

Figure 7. The polar coordinated 6 and <f> in a Cartesian frame.

and of the (-) state as sin2 (9/2,

I2 •« sin20/2

when the beam is initially in the |a > reference
state./ ;

When the |/? > reference beam is chosen, the
probabilities change to

t > |2 = sin20/2

3) Clearly the choice of reference state is arbitrary.
Hence the probability of a (+) state outcome after
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passing a beam through a field oriented at #202 to
the original field at an angle, say 0\ <j>\, is

here 0j2 is the angle between the two fields (Figure
8).

These are the experimental facts to be rational-
ized. Quantum mechanics is the theory which ac-
counts for the statistical outcome of measurements.

3. Spin 1/2 States

All the properties above can be satisfied if the
states are chosen in the following way

\lt >= cos0/2|a > +sin0/2 e^tf > (4.1.11)

not desired, a new operator, say Jgj, = hlgj, could
be used with eigenvalues ±l/27i. At this stage, Ig^
is just an operator from postulate ii. We do not
know it is a vector operator.

In this section, the quantity lg$ is shown to be
a component of a vector operator and the states are
shown to reproduce the experimental observations
with this operator. A reference state is arbitrarily
fixed by the directional nature of a (vector) mag-
netic field, and chosen, as is customary, to be along
the z axis (Figure 7.). This is inherent in the sub-
scripts of 0<j>. For convenience, the Cartesian nota-
tion for three of the operators will be used rather
than the polar coordinate labels. These are

= J§ 0 (4.1.15)

(4.1.16)

>= -sinfl/2 +cos0/2|/?

If the |a > and |/? > states are chosen to be or-
thonormal, it is easy to show the |7^ > are or-
thonormal and that (6) to (9) are satisfied. To prove
Eqn. (10), we write

(4.1.13)
From Figures 7 and 8, it is seen that fj T2 = cos#i2
= cos0icos02 + sin0isin#2cos(^2 — <f>i) thereby jus-
tifying the second equality in Eqn. (1.13).

4. Vector Spin Operator

An inhomogeneous magnetic field deflects a beam
of spins of 1/2 into two components. This effect is
postulated to arise from a (nuclear) magnetic mo-
ment of magnitudes l/2fi. Note that Planck's con-
stant has units of joules-sec which are the units of
angular momentum (rxp_). From the postulates of
quantum mechanics an operator is associated with
the two eigenvalues of the pure states. Taking the
two eigenvalues as 1/2 and -1/2, the equation

>= i j (4.1.14)

can be used to define the operator 1$$. Planck's
constant is dropped for convenience. If this were

h = loo (4.1.17)
Due to the continuity of 0 and <j>, however, all val-
ues are possible and Igj, has an infinite number of
orientations. Also Igj, can act on any state or su-
perposition of states. For example, the effect of Ig^
on |a > and |/? > can be found by solving Eqns.
(11,12) for the states in terms of eigenstates of Ig^,
namely

> = -sin0/2 (4.1.18)

|/? >= sin0/2 e-^|/+ > +cos0/2|/^ > (4.1.19)

so, by using Eqn. (14) it follows that

>= f
(4.1.20)

>= \[
(4.1.21)

Resubstitution of Eqns. (11) and (12) for [if^ >,
and using the trigonometric formulae

cos20/2 - sin20/2 = cos0 (4.1.22)
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Figure 8. The angle #12 between two vectors with orientation Oi,<j>i and 02,^2-

2sin0/2 COS0/2 = sin0 (A.1.23)
obtains

>= i

>= h

|a > +sin0 ei4>\p >] (A1.24)

(A1.25)

These equations give us the extremely useful results,

>= \\ >= \)

and

>= \\a >
(A1.26)

>= - i | MP >= ~\\P >
(^.1.27)

as special cases. They show that Iz is an eigenoper-
ator on the reference states ja > and |/? > while Ix
and 7S are not.

The operator Igj, can be written in terms of
Ix,Iy, and Iz as

cos0I2 (̂ 4.1.28)

This means that 1$,/, is the 0<f> component of a vector.
Hence if we define the unit vector f as in Figure 7

r = zsinflcos^ + ysindsin^ + zcos0 (A. 1.29)

the vector operator I is defined by

164, = r I (A.1.30)
The abstract operator I has components IX) ly, and

7 = xlx + yly + zlz (A.I.31)
Note: We did not require I to be a vector. Rather
it arose naturally.

It is instructive to prove that Eqn. (28) is cor-
rect, it follows from Eqn. (24) by using Eqns (26)
and (27) that

a >= [cos0/z|a >

in<̂  ilx\a >] (A. 1.32)
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= [cos072 + si

04.1.33)

=. f • l\a >

From which Eqn. (28) is identified. In the last
equality, use is made from Eqn. (26) that ilx and ly
on |a > are operator equivalents,

ilx\a >=-\p >= Iy\a 04.1.34)

The operator I2 is defined by the dot product

P=il=% + iy
i + Pz 04.1.35)

so from Eqns. (26-27) it is seen that I2 does not
change the reference states, i.e.

72|a>=||a> 04.1.36)

and quite generally in any orientation, from Eqn.
(11) and (12),

So far, four operators have been found for the
1/2 spin case. These are i2,ix,iy,Iz. In section
(A.3), it is shown that any other spin operator for
the 1/2 case can be written as a combination of these
four. Hence one can treat these four operations as
an operator basis set in terms of which all other spin
1/2 operators can be written. This is only true for
the spin 1/2 case and more operators are required
for higher spin systems.

Of these operators, 72 and lz are eigen-operators
on the reference states |a > and |/? >, and do
not change spin states. However, Ix and Iy are
not eigen-operators. This fact has important con-
sequences for NMR because a field in the x, y direc-
tion will produce an lx or Iy spin component. From
Eqns. (26,27) the matrix elements,

<a\Ix\p>\<a\iv\p> (A1.38)
are non-zero which require spin state changes. The
transverse components induce nuclear spin transi-
tions between the magnetic components.

5. Commutation Relations

By studying the action of the spin operator com-
ponents on the reference states, it is easy to show
that

Uy\a >= ±\a >= ^Iz\a > 04.1.39)

iyix\oc>=-^\a>=-^iz\a> 04.1.40)

That is Ix and Iy do not commute and one writes a
commutation relation as

[ix, 7y]_ = (ljy - iyix) = iiz. (4.1.41)

It is also easily shown that the commutation prop-
erty is cyclic so that in addition to Eqn. (41), one
obtains

[IZ,IX]- =ily 04.1.42)

[iy,Iz]- = iix 04.1.43)
Recall that the cross product can be written as the
determinant

a x b = y
ax 04.1.44)

which suggests an alternative form for expressing
the commutation relation is

1X1= il

or

X
ix
L

y
iy
I

z
U
U

(4.1.45)

(4.1.46)

This means, for example, that the operation of the
z component on a spin state is given by the z com-
ponent of IX I, namely

(7>7)2 = z • (7X7) = [Ix, 7V]_ = ilz (4.1.47)

At first sight, Eqn. (45) looks strange since from
our knowledge of vectors, the cross product of a vec-
tor with itself is zero. Take for example f in Figure
7. The angle between f and itself is 0= 0 so
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fXr = = 0 (vi.1.48)
and the cross product vanishes This underscores a
fundamental difference between classical and quan-
tum mechanics. In classical mechanics, all operators
commute, while in quantum theory, some do not.
Hence the equality rxry — ryrx always holds while
for spins the components do not commute.

Because of the operator equivalence, Eqn. (34),
it is often convenient to introduce the operators,

(A.1.49)
which have the useful properties

J + | a > = 0 7+ | /?>= |a> (A.1.50)

7_|a >= | / ?> 7_|/?>= 0 (A.1.51)

From the fact that these operators change the states
|a >•-*• \/3 >,I± are called raising and lowering op-
erators. Their commutation relations are

[/+,/_]_ = 2I2 [Iz, 7±]_ = ±I± (A.1.52)

6. Matrix Representation of Spin 1/2

The finite dimensional nature of spins can be
cast into a vector- matrix form which is often con-
venient when the spin magnitudes are small (i.e. the
dimensionalities are correspondingly small).

For the spin 1/2 case, the reference states can
be denoted by

(A.1.53)

and therefore from Eqn. (11,12)

_ r cos0/2 ],j- _{-sm6/2e-
~ L^fl/o M\" H ~ I cos0/2

.I.54)
The operators Ix,Iy,andIz are represented by

matrices which act on the spin vector states

(A.1.55)

where the Pauli spin matrices are defined by

These are simply found from the < a|/,|/? > matrix
elements given in Eqn. (26-27).

In general from Eqns. (24-25) one can write

1 r cos?
^ = 2lsin0e+

sin? e'
-cos? (A.1.57)

= -(sin?cos<^ a-x + sinflsin^ cry + cosfl = - f

where q_ is a vector with components (crx,(ry,&z).
The effect of an operator is matrix multiplication
from which it is easily seen that the commutation
relations are satisfied, i.e.,

&X <r = »2er (A.1.58)
Since Ix or Jy change the states |a >•-+ \B >

these components lead to spin transitions while Iz
and 72 cannot. The eigenstates of Ix and Iy can be
found, however, by solving the Schroedinger equa-
tion, Iitp = Xiip, i = x or y subject to the usual
normalization condition. The eigenvalues are given
by A = ±1/2 and the eigenstates are

These eigenstates are a superposition of the z refer-
ence states \a > and |/? >. This means that mea-
surement of a spin eigenvalue in the Ix or Iy direc-
tion of a system prepared in a pure |a > or pure
|/? > state leads to a disruption of the original state
so that after measurement it cannot be known which
state the originally pure beam is in. The outcome
can only be given statistically as discussed above
and is treated more thoroughly by a density matrix
as shown below.

7. Rotation of Spin 1/2

Eqns; (53) and (54) suggest that the states are
just rotated one from the other. Defining a rotation
as •'• •• - • • : : ' ; r ;
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t =rcos0/2,-sin
[ sin0/2 e*,cos0/2

then

* >=!'&>

>=
Conversely, one can write

and
>=

>=

(4.1.60)

(4.1.61)

(4.1.62)

(4.1.63)

(4.1.64)

where the adjoint of U* is

' cos0/2,sin0/2e-''* 1
-sinfl/2 e+*>, cc*0/21 (4.1.65)

and U*U = UU* = 1 so U is unitary.
The operator U produces a rotation. From the

theory of rotations U can be identified as a Wigner
rotation operator (4) or

D(2\+4>,8,-(j>) = U (4.1.66)

The rotation operator transforms a two dimension
space (called a spinor space) from one orientation to
another. In matrix notation this is

>=
M>

\\M>> (4.1.67)

which is identical to Eqn. (61-62). The angles <j> and
—<f> is equivalent to an arbitrary choice of phase. A
two dimensional rotation is shown in Figure 9.

Operators are rotated by U as

, 6, -4>)A D&{+<f>, 0, -<j>) =
(4.1.68)

where the A operator on a spinor space is rotated
to

Since the choice of physical orientation of a coor-
dinate system is completely arbitrary, the operators
and states in one orientation e.g. 6 = 0 and <j> =
0 must be identical to any other orientation. For
example

7oo|a >= 72|a >= I|a >= i | (A.1.69)

is equivalent to the rotated state with angles 0 and
<f>. To show this, consider

> = 2 i+ > (.4.1.70)

or, using unitarity

>= Tjl
produces Eqn. (14) (which is verified by matrix mul-
tiplication). Hence 1$$ is diagonalized by a rotation

2 1 0 - 1 = i2 = , 0, -

or
(4.1.72)

(4.1.72)
Apart from the important concept that spin

state changes can be viewed as rotations of the state
space, this section underscored the arbitrary nature
of choosing a coordinate frame. We can work equiv-
alently at a reference direction of 0<j> as we can at 0 =
0 and <j> — 0. Sometimes this is useful, for example
in choosing a rotating frame.

8. Density Operator for a Spin 1/2
From the reference states |a > and \/3 > Eqn.

(4,5) an infinite number of states can be constructed.
In Eqns. (3-5), these states are written | /£ > which
are superpositions (or rotations) of |e* > and |/7 >
states Eqns.(ll,12). In general however the system
may be in a state which is composed of many spins
up and down. An arbitrary state, called |anv > is
composed of both |7+, > and \I~U > states. Different
angles, IJI/, are used because the component of the
spin operator, 1$$, is not generally the same as those
of the spin state. For example Ix(0 = TT/2,^ =
0) can act on |7+, > . If, however, the angles do
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Figure 9. A rotation in 2 dimensional space.

Sin 6
A
y

correspond, the result of measuring lnv in the state
\anv > can have only two outcomes, and must be
written

a,r)v= TrIvt,\avl/ >< avv\

— < -«7J

(4.1.73)

where P^v are the probabilities of measuring either
(+) and (-). These are not the same as Eqns. (6-10).
It is useful to know how to describe a state which
corresponds to a mixture. The answer is given by
the density ^operator.

First, necessarily, it is clear that the sum of the
probabilities must be unity

..•" ,*•• P£w+Jw=l:;- •• - 0 4 1 7 4 )
and we can anticipate that the difference in (+) and
(-) probabilities is related to the polarization of the
system. Moreover, if P£VI/ = 1 and Pa,Vv — 0. the
state is pure |7+, > (similarly the state for P£nu =
0 and P^v — 1 is pure |7~v). All mixed states can
be written in terms of pure states which can be seen
by (Tr means trace1)

'The trace is defined as the sum of diagonal elements,

> Pa,r)v+
(4.1.75)

= Tr

from which it follows that the state \avl/ > is related
to the pure basis states by

\I~V > p-nv < !-,\. (4.1.76)

The quantity |a,^ >< avv\ is an operator which de-
scribes the statistical mixture of the (+) and (-)
states in the system. This is the statistical or den-
sity operator,

Tt(ABCD) = ^2Sij(ABCD)ij. where 6$ b the Kroeneker delta
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(A.l.77)
in this

Pa,r)u = |a»7

and the average of any spin operator
state is given by

>=Tr(pa,^i/i^) (4.1.78)
The physical content of p*,nv lies in its ability to

describe all possible mixtures of (in this case) the
two outcomes available to the system. The density
operator thus describes a continuity of mixtures of
spins in the possible |/+, > and \I~V > states. That
is pa,rjv describes the polarization of the system in
state "a^".

Using the superposition principle, Eqns. (11,12),
Eqn. (76) can be written in terms of |a > and \P >
reference states as

(A.I.83)

which shows that the z polarization is the difference
of the (+) and (-) probabilities. In NMR the mag-
netic field is seldom in the z direction throughout
the experiment, hence the more general Eqns. (80-
82) are useful.

An alternative form of Eqn. (79) can be given
using a little trigonometry and Eqns. (22) and (23)

\P>< P\) +|cOSI?(P+

\a >< a| + (-i)Cos7,(P+ - P -

Pa,n» = ,)] l
(A.1.79)

+\a

a\

Thus measurement of Ix, Iy, and Iz in state "a" gives

(A.1.80)

,Vu= -sinr;sint/(P+T?I/ - P'

Hence as before t]v refer to a reference or magnetic
field direction where Eqns. (26-27,54) have been
used. If the field is in the z direction, then t) = v =
0 and,

< Ix >a,00= 0 < Iy >a,OO= 0> < Iz >o,00

+-sim/cosi/(P+ —
it

- P~)(\a

p\ + \/3 >< a\)
(A.1.84)

- \p

^cosr, az(P+-P~)+isin7/cosi/ &X{P+-P~)

+-sin>7sini' cry(P+ — P )•

The vector polarization P defined in the r\v direction
by a unit vector n is

P = (A.1.85)

= Pxx + Pyy + Pzz
where

n = sinrjcosi/ x + sin?7sini/ y + COST] Z (A. 1.86)

so

Px = sinijcosv P

Py = smrjs'mv P

(A.1.87)
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Pz = cosr;P. (4.1.88)

and P = P + — P~. Then the density operator is
from Eqn. (84)

Pa,n = \{E + P_o) (4.1.89)

where E_ is the 2 x 2 identity operator. In matrix
form

Px ~

9. Uncertainty Relations

(4.1.90)

Measurement is not usually performed on a single
spin. Rather a large collection of spins must be used
(bulk system) or, equivalently, one spin must be pre-
pared and measured many times (beam system).
A state is therefore statistically deduced. Heisen-
berg's uncertainty relations express the fundamen-
tal inability to prepare all spins in an identical fash-
ion. From the treatment in the previous section, the
density operator determines the average value of an
operator. If a measurement is performed on a statis-
tically large number of spins, the outcome for Ix, Iy,
and Iz are given by Eqns. (80-82). The uncertainty
can be measured in terms of the dispersion A A or

AA = •/< 4 2 > -<~A >2 (4.1.91)

If the operators A and B do not commute giving

[A,BUiC (A.1.92)

then the standard result, given without proof, is

(4.1.93)

which is Heisenberg's uncertainty relation. This
does not mean that the two operators cannot be
measured simultaneously, only that they cannot be
measured accurately simultaneously. For the spin
case, we have

1_
~~ 4 (4.1.94)

or, using the general state Eqns. (80-82) this can be
expressed as

(1 - P2 + sinVos2i/sin2i/ P4) > 0 (4.1.95)

certainly P < 1 which confirms the validity of the
inequality in Eqn. (95). Similar expressions can be
obtained for the permutation of x, y and z in Eqn.
(94), e.g.,

(4.1.96)

gives

(1 _ P2 + sinVosVosV P4) > 0 (4.1.97)

etc.
The consequence of a simultaneous measurement

of Iz and Ix in a state is an associated dispersion.
This means that if we prepare a state by a z oriented
magnetic field, the state reflects this preparation so
we can measure Iz either as +1/2 or - 1/2. How-
ever, if we try to measure Ix, the eigenstate of Ix is
superposition of the z prepared states |a > and |/? >
(Eqn. 59) which, on the average, gives < Ix >= 0.

To show this, require the z dispersions AIZ to be
zero, i.e. we demand that Iz be measured accurately
as +1/2 or -1/2. We must have, therefore,

At* = ^(1 - PCOS2TJ) = 0 (4.1.98)

which is only possible if both P = 1 and ij = 0 or TT.
Hence the associated dispersion in < Ix > is, using
P = 1, ij = Oor ?r,

Ail = \{l~ 1cos2i/P) = j (4.1.99)

or < Ix >= 0 ± 1/2. Hence complete certainty of
< Iz > leads to total lack of knowledge of outcome
of an Ix measurement.

The requirement that P = 1 for a dispersion free
Iz measurement means that the spin state must be
either pure spin +1/2 or pure spin -1/2. In char-
acterizing a pure spin 1/2, not only the notations
|a > and j/? > are given, but also the notation
\Im >= | | ± \ > is used where the z direction
is arbitrarily chosen. The reason for this choice of
notation lies in the impossibility of measuring any
other spin direction with complete certainty once
the z direction is chosen.
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In contrast I2 does not depend upon direction
and can always be measured to give I (magnitude)
= 1/2 because the dispersion [^/2)] is zero. Once I2
is chosen to have only two dispersion free states [P
= 1 and r; = 0 (which we call + or |a > or | | | >);
and P =1 and TJ = IT (which we call - or |/? > or | | —
5 >)], there are no other known observables for the
spin 1/2 which can be measured and which at the
same time have zero dispersion. Nothing prevents us
requiring say AJ^, = 0 even when the field is in the
i direction. Such a choice is, however, cumbersome
and not usually made.

The choice of the state \\M > can be viewed
as a representation of a statistically large number of
similarly prepared spins. It should not be thought
of as being the state of a single spin 1/2 particle,
but rather the average spin 1/2 state of a sufficient
number of spins for a measurement to be made. We
call such a state pure, and use it to think of a single
spin even though we can never realize in practice a
true dispersion free state.

If a state is pure, then either the state vector
component | | M > or the density matrix \\M ><
\M\ can be used to treat the system.

If the state is not pure, then P < 1 and only a
density operator can do the job. In fact, a sufficient
requirement that a state be pure is

and conversely if

(A1.100)

( J U . 1 0 1 )

the state cannot be pure.
The Heisenberg uncertainty relations Eqn. (93)

express one of the most profound consequences of
quantum mechanics which for years were thought
to indicate a shortcoming in quantum theory. The
laws of physics are causal until a state prepara-
tion and measurement is performed, after which,
even for a pure state, dispersions arise between non-
commutating operators. This is not a consequence
of the measuring apparatus or procedure (which in-
troduce other dispersions). Instead it is a funda-
mental property of particle-wave duality so that the
outcome of experiments must be described statisti-
cally. In this sense, we have limited knowledge of a
quantum system since for a spin 1/2 we can mea-
sure only P and Iz accurately while for a classical

angular momentum, we can measure Lx,Ly, Lz and
L2 as accurately as our equipment permits. Since
our knowledge of a system is limited by what we
measure, fewer attributes are available to quantum
systems.

10. Coherence

A density matrix is essential for describing co-
herence. If a transition takes place from state i to j ,
it is caused by an interaction with electromagnetic
radiation. This interaction is considered to be weak
so that the eigenvalues of the states |t > and \j >
are not appreciably changed. The operator describ-
ing a transition is therefore \i >< j \ and this has a
phase associated with it of exp(-i(JEJi — £j)t/h). If
many molecules all start out at the same time and
undergo the same transition, then all the phases are
in step. This is coherence. After a time, differences
in phases of molecules cause the phases to get out
of step and the coherences vanish (in NMR on the
time scale of T2). In statistical mechanics, the off-
diagonal elements of the density matrix are often
ignored and this is called the random phase approx-
imation (RPA). In NMR < Ix > and < Iy > are
determined by the off-diagonal elements of the den-
sity matrix (84 and 90) so the RPA is not valid.

The diagonal elements \i >< t|, in contrast,
are not affected by the relative phases of the par-
ticles. For a statistically large number of particles,
the value of the diagonal elements is considered to
be an incoherent superposition of states. These are
interpreted as the population (i.e. the number of
particles out of all particles present) in a particular
state. At equilibrium, the populations are governed
by the Boltzmann distribution.

B. Theories for Calculating Spin Dy-
namics

As seen in the last section the state of a system
can be described by a density operator, p. The time
dependence of any observable can be expressed in
the Schroedinger picture by,

(A2.1)

04.2.2)

>= Tr p{t) A(o)

or the Heisenberg picture by

< A(t) >= Tr p{o) A(t)
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The Heisenberg equation of motion is

ih— = - [ # , i ] _ = -LA (A2.3)
at

while the quantum Liouville equation for p(t) is

ih— = Lp (A2.4)
(tt

The Liouville superoperator is defined by (3)
A system is defined by the parameters which are

observed. To these observed parameters there are
associated linear Hermitian operators in quantum
mechanics (postulate ii). In principle, all such op-
erators are observable, although experiments may
not yet have been developed to measure all of them.
We determine the parameters of a system usually
with electromagnetic radiation. Since we can treat
electromagnetic radiation classically (i.e. by means
of fields) for NMR, the Hamiltonian can be made
time dependent by varying the fields in time. This
fact gives NMR experiments a remarkable flexibil-
ity and permits the experimentalist to use the time
dependence of the magnetic field to manipulate and
control the observables. This is done with pulse se-
quences, and average Hamiltonian theory (10) gives
a framework for understanding many of these tech-
niques.

When the magnetic field is time dependent, the
spectrometer frequency, w, the amplitude of the field
u>i, and the phase of the field <f> can be varied simul-
taneously or separately.

Although ways of calculating the time depen-
dence pit) can differ, they all start from the quan-
tum Liouville equation (4). In the following, the
major approaches are discussed.

1. Feynman-Dyson Time Ordering

A perturbation expansion of (4) leads to a unitary
operator U(t), which gives the time dependence of
the density operator from some initial state p(o), as

(,4,2.5)p(t) = U{t) p(o)
The Feynman-Dyson expansion, (11), is

U{t) = T exp[-i T H{t')di% (A2.6)
» Jo

Here T is the time-ordering operator which is in
fact a long complicated expansion of commutators

of H(t) at different times. Usually, few of these
terms can be calculated, so the natural approach is
to truncate the series. This, however, causes U(t) to
loose its unitarity property (12). (Unitarity means
UUt = Utu = E, the identity). This has disadvan-
tages since all transformations in quantum mechan-
ics must preserve the sum of the diagonal elements
of a matrix representation of an operator. Only uni-
tary operators do this.

2. Magnus Expansion

To avoid the non-unitarity shortcoming of the
Feynman-Dyson time ordering expansion, the Mag-
nus expansion can be employed (13). In this ap-
proach U(t) is required to have the form,

U(t) = exp[tf(<)];/?(0) = 0 (A.2.7)

with approximations being made on J?(t),

(A2.8)

(A2.9)

The first few terms are

dt2[H(t2),
(A2.10)

s), [H(t7), ff ((,

and since all the f?(n)(t) are antihermitian, (/?' =
—ft), U(t) retains its unitary property even when
the series (8) is truncated.

The Magnus expansion is derived in a transpar-
ent way by Wilcox (14), and has been successfully
exploited by average Hamiltonian theory (10). In
practice, terms higher than &0) are difficult to cal-
culate except in simple cases.
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3. Lie Algebra Approaches
Since spin operators obey a Lie algebra, al-

ternative approaches to the Magnus expansion are
possible. A set of operators x« obey a Lie algebra if
they obey commutation relations

This property is called closure and the quantities
Cijfc are called structure constants. This is all we
need to know about Lie algebras, although, for con-
venience, we require the operators to be orthogonal

; = a 6 , i (A2.13)
In the case that the Xt's are spherical tensor oper-
ators, the commutation relations are (15), see ap-
pendix Eqn. (A-5),

(A2.14)
where the structure constants are in terms of 3-j and
6-j coefficients. The fictitious spin 1/2 formulation
(16,17) is based upon retaining the form (A.1.41-
43) for all pairs of levels in a multilevel system. For
levels i and j , this means,

# ? _ = iepgr 7? (.4.2.15)
For different levels, this relation no longer holds, and
each commutator has to be calculated separately.

Although the structure constants for spherical
tensors are more complicated (15) they are general
and allow use of well known Clebsch-Gordon alge-
bra.

4. Exponential Methods using Lie Algebras

If the quantum Liouville equation (4) is treated
by exploiting Lie algebra by choosing a basis \i *°
represent the Hamiltonian,

t = i

In order to solve for the f?(t) it is necessary to cal-
culate (14),

U{t) = le«« = f dt'at at Jo at
(A.2.18)

where use has been made of a special case of an
identity derived by Snider (18). In order to solve
this equation, the transformations

etn
Xi e~to (A.2.19)

are required. Although they always take the form,

(A2.20)=>: nit)*
3=1

in practice it is not easy to evaluate the general
transformations except in the simplest cases. Such
cases correspond to simple problems such as spin
(and fictitious spin) 1/2 problems, and spin 1 prob-
lems. Another example is when the Hamiltonian is
simple (e.g. rf pulse with no amplitude or phase
modulation). Generally, this method cannot be eas-
ily applied because of the lack of the transformation
Eqn. (19) and this is one reason why some papers
list long tables of transformations (19)

5. Differential equation method using Lie
Algebra.

An alternative approach which avoids the trans-
formations Eqn. (20) is to represent />(t), and not

), with respect to the Lie operators so,

(A2.21)

Using the orthogonality Eqn. (13) and the repre-
sentation of H(t), Eqn. (16), one obtains a set of
first order coupled differential equations,

can likewise be expressed in operator basis,

(4.2.22)
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where use of the structural constants Eqn. (12) has
been made. This set, if it cannot be solved exactly, is
the starting point for approximations. Such approx-
imations retain the Hermitian properties of p(t).

One advantage of the differential equation ap-
proach using Lie operators is that only one commu-
tator need be solved, rather than the many involved
in obtaining Eqn. (20). Moreover, it may not be
necessary to solve for all ^,(t) but only the ones
directly observed which are, for NMR, those that
correspond to the transverse magnetization. Other
quantities, however, such as multiquantum coher-
ences, may also be of interest and can also be found.
Symmetry can often play a useful role in evaluating
many of the polarizations.

A disadvantage of the differential equation
method is the need to actually solve the set whereas,
the exponential methods, once /?(t) is known, give
the solution directly.

C. Choice of basis

The operators, x«> which span the spin space
and obey a Lie algebra should be chosen to reflect,
as closely as possible, the problem under study. In
NMR, although many interactions occur, such as,
nuclear electric quadrupole, dipole-dipole etc, the
dominant interation is with the external magnetic
field. In this case, for a single spin, the Hamiltonian
is dominated by the Zeeman interaction

K {A.Z.I)
The unitary operator for this Hamiltonian, assum-
ing sinusoidal oscillation of the transverse part of
the magnetic field, is

U(t) = exp[-{7/itf • /J. (A3.2)
Comparison with rotation operators in books on an-
gular momentum (3-5), show that a rotation opera-
tor is given by,

iaJ] (A3.3)
where a are three angles and £ an angular momen-
tum operator. It is therefore natural to choose the
basis so that it transforms as simply as possible un-
der rotations. This procedure is equivalent to what
is done in chemistry when organizing crystal field
energy levels with respect to the irreducible repre-
sentations of point groups. The basis states which

do this for rotations are the spherical tensor opera-
tors y^q(V) In fact, when solving a quantum me-
chanical problem, the eigenstates are usually labeled
with numbers. Spin angular momentum states are
labeled by \IM > where IM are indeed lables of the
irreducible representation which reflect the symme-
try of the Hamiltonian. In the same way, the op-
erators, y^q{L) form an irreducible operator basis
with labels k and q and we write,

= \kq» (A.ZA)
Here k labels the tensor rank and q the spherical
component. These labels play the equivalent role
for operators as do IM for states.

Examples of spherical tensor operators are the
vectors,

and these obey

(A3.5)

(A3.6)

Except from the normalization factors, these are
proportional to the JJ(1)«(7), i.e. »(1)±1(/)a/± and

When the spin has magnitude I > 1/2, other
operators exist and for these the basis takes on val-
ues,

and

0 < Jb < 2 / (A.3.7)

The property of a Zeeman Hamiltonian causing
rotation of spin operators is the foundation for the
classical picture of the magnetization being rotated
over the surface of a sphere: the so-called vector
model. In other cases, when other polarizations of
tensor rank k greater than 1 are present, the vector
model fails. If the operator basis is chosen as spher-
ical tensor operators, these can be rotated, not by
Wigner rotation matrices of order 1, Z)1 (a), but by
Wigner rotation matrices of order k, D. (a).

The choice of an operator basis as being ten-
sor operators irreducible under rotations is a nat-
ural extension of state vectors \IM > (which for
integer spin are represented by spherical harmonics,
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States

|kq»

IZ|IM> = M|IM>
1/2

Operators

= k(k+l)|kq»

q|kq»

_ = (k(k+l)-q(q±l))1/2|kq±l»

at
*m|lM*

at
<IM|A*m|lM*> «kq |A < m |k 1 q*» =

(-^•^1 k * k!l«kllA*llk'»t-q m q J

Table 1. Comparison between the well-known description of angular momentum states \IM > with an operator
basis of spherical tensors -|ifcg >> .

YJM (#<£)) to \kq » (which is why the operators
are denoted y***'(/)).

Table (1) shows the analogous equations be-
tween state and operator space. Thus the labels
I and M, which arise naturally for spin, are replaced
by the multipole magnitude k and q. Moreover q
has the physical interpretation of being the order of
the multiquantum coherence,

= AM 04.3.8)

Note that in Table (1), the operator on states, I,
is replaced by the commutator of I on operators

(A3.9)

Operators acting on operators are called super-
operators and I is also called superspin (Bain (8)
and references therein). The superspin formalism is
another example of a spherical tensor operator ap-
proach which was first applied to NMR by Pyper
(7).

Rotational invariance is a fundamental symme-
try. It does not mean the system is spherically sym-
metric, but rather that the laws of physics are in-

variant to a rotation, just as they are invariant to a
translation in space or time, or to (combination of)
parity, time reversal and charge conjugation. When
treating angular momentum, it is therefore natural
to make the operators irreducible under rotations as
a good starting point for spin dynamic calculations.

The descriptions provided by the different ap-
proaches to spin dynamic calculations are all, in the
end, equivalent if they start from the quantum Liou-
ville equation. All simple problems can be solved by
any of the following approaches: multipole, super-
spin, product operator, fictitious spin 1/2, direct (6)
or indirect (Table 1) methods, exponential expan-
sions and differential equations. Moreover, all these
methods can be dispensed with and often the whole
problem be treated exactly by numerical methods.
It is generally agreed, however, that what numeri-
cal methods gain in precision, they lose in physical
insight. The real test of the non-numerical methods
comes when more complicated systems are of inter-
est. For these cases, the author favors the spheri-
cal tensor operator and the differential equation ap-
proach. The main reason is that for many problem
a set of coupled equations can be found to form the
starting point for approximations. One exception to
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this is when multipulse sequences are used to aver-
age out various contributions and this can be formu-
lated very satisfactorily using average Hamiltonian
theory.

In summary, spin dynamics are calculated in the
differential equation approach using the Lie algebra
of spherical tensor operators. For a single spin case,
the density operator is written

(-4-3.10)

and a set of differential equations is obtained as

(A3.11)
The spin Hamiltonian occuring in L Eqn. (A.2.3) is
expressed as,

/m

where the ^ ( t j ' s determine the problem. Eqns.
(10-12) constitute the multipole formalism of NMR
(20). Appendix A gives some properties of the mul-
tipole operators y*

II. Applications to KBr Crystals
The response of a spin system to a series of

pulses and delays can be used to obtain informa-
tion about the local environment and motion of the
system studied. In this section, the multipole for-
mulation is used to describe the spin dynamics for
two pulse-sequences, namely the solid echo pulse se-
quence,

(S.0.1)0|) - Ti - (90°.) - r2

and the Jeener'-Broekaert sequence

(90S) - Ti - (45°) - r2 - (45°) - r3 (B.0.2)

For these pulse sequences, the angle refers to the
application of a resonance rf pulse which rotates a
magnetic vector through the angle in a plane per-
pendicular to the subscript. That is 90° rotates a
magnetization vector by 90° in the yz plane. Dur-
ing the delays, r,-, between pulses the system evolves

and relaxes due to the various interactions which are
present. For pulses, we assume that the Zeeman in-
teraction dominates and the Hamiltonian is given
by,

(B.0.3)

whereas between pulses, the Hamiltonian is given by

H = —)hIzH0 + Hint (B.0.4)

where Hint includes such interactions as quadrupole,
dipole-dipole and other nuclear hyperfine interac-
tions.

Neglecting hyperfine interactions during a pulse,
means the system is assumed not to evolve under
Hint while the pulse is on. Such pulses are called
hard, delta function or strong pulses. This fails for
systems with large quadrupole terms. One reason
for studying the Br nucleus with spin 3/2 in KBr
crystals is that the lattice is cubic and for such sym-
metry the quadrupole interaction is zero. Disloca-
tions and impurities, however, cause a small quadru-
pole interaction which makes the use of hard pulses
a good approximation and allows the period be-
tween pulses to be calculated with relative ease. In
this evolution period, even though the quadrupole
is small, it is still the dominant interaction. Other
contributions can be ignored in calculating the spin
dynamics.

For KBr, then, the problem is to solve Eqns.
(A.3.10-12) for two situations, namely using Hamil-
tonians Eqn. (3) and Eqn. (4). Note that this gives
the spin dynamics only and not the relaxation. In
this work, the relaxation is treated empirically.

The pulse sequences treated here are two of a
number of others which have been used experimen-
tally (1). Full details are not given but can be found
in ref. 1. The motivation is to show how such ex-
perimental results can be analysed. In Figures 1
and 2 the experimental results are shown for KBr
corresponding to Eqn. (1) and Eqn. (2). The spin
dynamics answers the question concerning the ori-
gin of these features while the decays and widths
result from relaxation. It is clear that we need to
calculate the effects of pulses and evolutions to un-
derstand and extract information from results such
as those shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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A. Calculation of the effects of pulses.

We assume that the pulses are hard with Hamil-
tonian, cos 0 = -j[w2cos(Q<) + Aw2] (fl.1.7)

i (B.l.l)
then the effects of a pulse can be a rotation Eqns.
(A.3.2-3) if we have assumed that the magnetic field
is of the form,

2UM
sin /? = —i[sin(fi</2)cos(/?/2)] (fl.1.8)

Q

where

H(t) = Hoz + iHicos(u>t + <p)
(2U.2)

where Hi and tp are the time independent amplitude
and phase while u is the rf carrier frequency. We
note that if Hi and <p vary with time, the solution
may not be a rotation. Even when Hi and <p are time
independent, equation (1) is an approximation. The
actual field is more accurately given by

H_(t) = zHo (fl.1.3)

which can be written as a rotating and counter-
rotating component. If the two are kept, then
Bloch-Siegert shifts occur (21). Usually these shifts
are small and we only retain the component rotat-
ing close to resonance with the Larmor frequency.
When the carrier frequency is equal to the Larmor
frequency, given by uo = —fhH0) the spins are at
resonance.

Amplitude and phase modulation are difficult ef-
fects to calcutate and a number of treatments exist
(22-28). In this work we assume the field has the
form of Eqn. (2) and the solution is (29-30),

(BAA)
where a and /? are Euler angles. This solution holds
for all spins of any magnitude. The problem is to
find the angles a and /?. Fortunately, as pointed out
by Majorana (31), solving the spin 1/2 problem give
the result for all I magnitudes. The was done in ref
29 and the angles are

sin a = —
cos(flt/2)
cos(/?/2)

Awsin(Ot/2)
c o s a = _ _ _ _ _

(3.1.5)

(fl.1.6)

(fl.1.9)

with wi = Hij and Aw = w — w0. Note this is valid
on or off resonance. On resonance the result is very
simple, being

/? = wit (2?.1.10)

and a = —TT/2.
Take the simplest example of a 90° on-resonance

pulse along the x axis (y?=0), on the magnetization
initially oriented along the z axis <f>\(0) jt 0. The
result from Eqn. (4) with Eqn. (10) is,

(2U.11)

and

= 0

Since 4>\.x = ± 4 - ( ^ x ± i <j>y), Eqn. (11) means <f>x =
0 and <f>y — i <f>\(0) so that all the z magnetization
is transferred into the y direction.

Equation (4) is much more general and gives the
effects of hard pulses for any situation in the absence
of phase and amplitude modulation and other inter-
actions such as quadrupole and dipole effects.
B . Effects of Evolution between Pulses

For KBr with a cubic structure, as mentioned
in the introduction, the dominant interaction is due
to dislocations and impurities which give rise to a
small nuclear electric quadrupole interaction. In
other systems (I>l/2), the quadrupole is often so
large that all signals, except the central line for half
integral spins (32,33), are wiped out (broadened).
That, however, is another problem. For KBr, the
quadrupole interactions is given by
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hQ
37(2731)

J y K >~ 2 L 3/(27-1)
In the absence of pulses, but in the presence of a
static magnetic field, the Hamiltonian is

Iz + HQ (fl.2.2)
It is easy to transform to the rotating frame and
remove the effects of u>0

#(*) = exp(-tu,o tq)^J(t) (fl.2.3)
where the hat denotes the rotating frame. The prob-
lem then becomes one of solving Eqn. (A.3.11) with
Eqn. (1). The obvious way to proceed is to gener-
alize Eqn. (A.3.2) to find,

.= exp[-iHQt]

= exp[ta/y(2)°(J)t]

(fl.2.4)

(fl.2.5)
where a/ can be identified from Eqn. (1). Although
it is easy to find the representations of exp(ic*\7) (i.e.
the rotation matrices D), it is not known what the
representations of exp(ia/ -I I) are. On the other
hand, for the Hamiltonian Eqn. (1), which is axially
symmetric, the problem has been solved exactly (29)
as well as in special cases (36) for I < 9/2. For I =
3/2, needed for KBr, the results are

[2+3cos<2<], y/lbsinQt, VE[l~cosQt

+Vl5smQt, 5cosQi, ± VlOsmQt

/E[l-cosQt], ±VTOsinQf, [3+2cosQi
(B2.6)

B.2.7)
cosQt fcaOO

a n d

= ^ ( 0 )

(5.2.8)

(B.2.9)
The results show some features which are com-

mon to all spin magnitudes evolving under Hamil-
tonian Eqn. (1):

1) The zero quantum coherences <j>o(t) do not
change during the times between pulses.

2) There is no mixing of different multiquantum
coherences, i.e. ^J(O) —• ^J'(<), q is unchanged dur-
ing evolution but k is changed.

3) The multipole magnitude is mixed during evo-
lution.

4) The highest multiquantum coherence (q =
±21) only oscillates at the frequency ±2Iw0,

<j>k
±k{t) = (5.2.10)

Recall that for I = 3/2, the maximum k is 3 (cf
Eqn. A.3.7)).

5) The central line does not evolve under the
quandrupole.

Point 5 requires some further explanation. Fig-
ure (10) shows the energy level diagram for a spin
3/2. There are 3 single quantum coherences at w0
and tc>o±(Q) and two double quantum coherences at
±Q. These are contained in the solutions Eqn. (6)
arid Eqn. (7) with the satellite and double quantum
frequencies appearing in the sine and cosine terms.
The central line (1/2 ^ —1/2) does not depend on
Q whereas the two single quantum satellites and the
double quantum coherences do.

Consider now a simple case that a 90° pulse has
produced ^ ( ^ ^ ( c f Eqn. 11). From Eqn. (6) the
evolution of the magnetization in the xy plane is

41(7r/2-<) = -[2 + 3
0

(5.2.11)

This is the free induction "decay". (So far we
have not included relaxation so Eqn. (11) does not
decay). The Fourier transform of the FID gives

T
(fl.2.12)
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Figure 10. Energy level diagram for I = 3/2 showing single, double and triple quantum coherences, a) in
magnetic field b) in the rotating frame.

which gives three delta functions. These are plotted
in Figure 11. The central line does not move with
changing Q but the other lines do. In fact, if the
second order quadrupole interaction is introduced,
the central line does depend on the quadrupole, but
this effect is smaller and ignored here.

The above discussion gives a simple picture of
what happens in the evolution between pulses. By
choosing the pulses and evolutions judiciously, the
experimenter creates and controls the amount of po-
larizations, <f>g. These change the spectra, or FID,
accordingly. From Figure 11, for example, the most
general FID, under the restrictions of the model, is,

C. Empirical Treatment of Relaxation
Note that in Figure 11, the line shapes are delta

functions. This is because only the spin dynamics
has been included while relaxation is ignored. Re-
laxation causes the lines to broaden or the FID to
decay. We can include this empirically at this stage
by generalizing the notions of the relaxation times
Ti and T2.

The response of a system of spin | nuclei to a
90° pulse, which consists, as is well known, of a tran-
sient and a pedestal, has been calculated by Bonera
and Galimberti (37) and by Warren and Norberg
(34), and by the present author (29) using the mul-
tipole approach. To include relaxation, we modify
the Hamiltonian to

4i(o) (B.2.13)

We refer to the varying intensities :<^.t (0) as the
multipole character. By choosing different pulse se-
quences, it is possible to extract all the different
features from the spin system.

H = -ihIt{HQ + HDD) + /»Q[3/(27- I)]"1

[ZI2
Z - 1(1 + 1)] (fl.3.1)

Spin-spin interactions are not included in the Hamil-
tonian except as an average local field, HDD =
<*>DD/I- Using Eqns. - (B.1..11) and (B.2.6), it can
be shown that starting with an ensemble of spin -
I nuclei at equilibrium, characterized only by a
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Figure 11. Single and double quantum coherences for a spin 3/2.

normalized dipolar (Zeeman) alignment 4>Q(0) = — t
and all other ^J(O) = 0, the polarizations following
a 90* — Ti pulse are

(B.3.2)

(£.3.3)

a distribution of dipolar frequencies, P(<*>DD)) and
quadrupolar frequences, P(Q), giving

/ /
J—oo J—

= /

where (39)
(fl.3.9)

f-Ti] = [±>/T5/(5>/2)](sinxi)exp(±«u;DDr1))
(5.34)

where

and

- cos Xi)exp(±ia;DIm),
(B.3.5)

(B.3.6)

(5.3.7)
The constant terms in Eqns. (3) and (5) describe the
central single- quantum line, whereas the trigono-
metrical terms describe the satellite lines. An expo-
nential decay of the form

JJ?(n) = exp(-n/^), (B.3.8)
is assumed for the spin-lattice relaxation function,
where the spin- lattice relaxation time Ti is, in
the notation here, denoted Tg. Following Mehring
and Kanert (38), the NMR signal is averaged over

, r+oo

J — OO

(q= 1,2, or 3) (B.3.10)

is the dipolar function. A label k is included on
/ * ( T ) , even though it is k independent, to make it
easier to trace the pathways of the polarization evo-
lution throughout a pulse sequence. In general for
semi-like spins (40) the satellite and central lines
have different second moments but we do not dis-
play this difference explicitly. Similarly,

gives the quadrupolar function. Both of these func-
tions would be Gaussians if P(uDD)ondP(Q) were
Gaussian distributions. We shall retain the nota-
tion /o (r) for the longitudinal relaxation, q=0, even
though it is expected to be different from the func-
tion fq{r),q ^ 0, for the transverse relaxation. In
this case, however, the k dependence is expected to
be important.
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in each period between theTo summarize,
pulses, r,-, the polarizations are attenuated by a re-
laxation function ft fa)', which for q = 0 is k depen-
dent, while for q ^ 0 it is k independent, ie.,

= fhin) = (£.3.12)

In the following, we obtain equations for the in-
phase detectable NMR signal (in the y direction in
the rotating frame) which is

2 / i J./^\(JA i Jil \ / " D O i o\

<Py = \lf\ Zfyp-^ T Y—l). {JD.d.lo)
We average the polarizations over the dipolar dis-
tribution, but not over the quadrupolar. This is
done so that the spin dynamics are explicitly dis-
played enabling features such as eschoes, transients
and pedestals to be recognized. The signal actually
observed involves, of course, the quadrupole func-
tion gfa). Thus by using Eqn. (3) we obtain

<j>v[fx - TX] = AQ + A*cos

where

and

Ax
0(n) =

(B.3.14)

. (B.3,15)

(fl.3.16)

This notation in rather over elaborate in this case,
but it will be found necessary for the more compli-
cated sequences and therefore is introduced at this
point for uniformity.

When we take into account the random distri-
bution of quadrupole coupling constants, Q, we see
that the cos xi terms in the ensemble destructively
interfere producing the observed rapidly decaying
transient. The pedestal comes from AQ(T\), and
its slow decay during the T\ period caused by the
dipole-dipole interactions, is given by fgfa). Mea-
surements on strained crystal of KBr showed, (1), as
was reported by Bonera, Avogadro, and Borsa (39),
that the pedestal decay is dependent on the orien-
tation of the external magnetic field with respect to
the crystal. Analysis of pedestal decays in the [100]
and [110] directions showed that they fitted a Gaus-
sian better than an exponential decay. In each case,

neglecting the initial transient part of the free in-
duction decay, and assuming a Gaussian relaxation
function of the form

= exp[-(l/2)(r1/r±1G)2] (B.3.17)

which, as expected from Eqn. (12), is independent
of k, allow determination of the Gaussian spin-spin
relaxation times T±IG = 416±10/JS (pedestal decay,
81Br,[100]), and T±lG = 387 ± 10/is (pedestal ecay,
81Br, [110]). Although T+ 1 G = T-1G, we retain the
symbol " ± " in the symbol for the spin-spin relax-
ation term so as to avoid confusion with Tj, which
is, of course, the customary symbol for spin-lattice
relaxation.

D. Comparison with experiment
1. Solid or quadrupole Echo (90x — rx — 90y —

ri)

Although this sequence is well known (34-36),
it does not have a simple physical rationalization
based upon the vector model as the Hahn or spin
echo does. The solid echo can be understood physi-
cally only if k=2 or higher polarization is included.
This is discussed in ref 36 where polar graphs are
introduced. A polar graph simply depicts a nuclear
polarization as the shape of a spherical harmonic.
These have the same shapes as spdf orbitals in the
theory of electronic structure; but correspond to nu-
clear, rather than electronic character. Hence k=0 is
spherically symmetric "s-orbital" shape while k=l,
2, 3 refer to "p, d and f orbital" shapes respectively.
The nuclear spin polarization actually takes on a Pz
shape when the magnetization is in the z direction;
a 90x pulse changes Pz to Py and a quadrupole evo-
lution changes P r to "d-orbitaP shapes. Figures 12
and 13 show some examples of polar graphs for spin
and 3/2. In fact, polar graphs are only really useful
for single spin systems with I < 5/2. After this, it
becomes difficult to recognize the different shapes
although a "LCAO" type of approach is possible for
multispin systems.

Figure 14 shows the evolution of a spin 1 un-
der the solid echo sequence. Note that "d" or k=2,
quadrupole, character is needed.

For 1=3/2, a solid echo is also produced (34,37)
starting from <^(0), and using (B.3.2-5) and (B.2.6-
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Figure 12. Polar graphs of nuclear polarizations for spins I < 3/2. The diagrams represent the basis vectors
which span the 2k + 1 dimensional space of polarization vector <f>k(k = 1,2,3) (36).

7), the polarization in the
lated. The result is

- n - 90v— r2) =

period can be calcu- A * ^ X2) - X2)

The AXK's are given in Table 2. Here A$Y gives
the amplitude of the pedestal, A^^ is a transient.
The last term of amplitude A ^ gives a maximum
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S««X

Figure 13. Coupling of polarizations caused by an electric quadrupole interaction. All the evolutions caused
by quadrupole coupling (29) are shown for I = 1 and 3/2 system.

when X2 = Xi at- r2 = T\- This is the solid echo.
Since AXY is a maximum for \2 — — Xii this is
called a virtual echo.

FYom Table 2 it is seen that the pedestal depends
on <t>±\{.T\) a n ( i ^±i(ri)- Since T\ is fixed these are
non-evolving modes in the 75 period. The echo has
contributions from ^±I(TI) , k=l, 2, 3. If it were
possible to choose T\ = 0, then there would be no
relaxation in T-I. The limits of this are

* 3 (B.4.2)

where AQ = | f±j(Ti) and 0 in Eqn. (2) indicates
no relaxation. If a series of experiments are done in
which ri is varied, then the points for large values
of T\ should extrapolate back to these theoretical
limits. Figure 15 shows this to be the case and both

the pedestal and echo have the correct limits and
the same slopes. This gives T±IQ a value of 437
± 20/is when KBr crystal is in the 100 direction for
81 Br using AQY and A^*" respectively.

2. The XYY sequence [yXYY - T3] = [90° -
ri - 90S - r2 - 90° - n]

The XY sequence above gives the effects of an x
and y pulse. Eqn. (1) gives <f>y("yXY — T5) but other
polarizations are also produced these being:

(B.4.3)

(BAA)
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Quadrupolar Solid Echo

quadrupolar coupling x1 = 3Qt,/2

Figure 14. Quadrupolar solid echo sequence for / = 1. The polarization pathways are traced for the sequence
(ir/2)o — i\ — (?r/2)9o — <2-echo fora single spin 7 = 1 system. The system is assume to be initially in thermal
equilibrium, with a normalized Zeeman alignment, <£2(0) = —t> The evolutions caused by quadrupole coupling
during the period tt are refocused during the period <2 to form an echo at the time fe = h; A polar graph
(Figure 14) is used to represent the basis vector corresponding to each polarization component involved. All
the diagrams are shown in the frame rotating at WQ. Further discussion is given in ref. 36.

Coeff. Feature Expression*

Aft

Pedestal

Transient

Transient

Echo

0.2500

°- 7 5 0 0
(3/IOOH6/i,(T,) -

Table 2. Sequence XY for 1=3/2 "The analytical expressions for the coefficients, A*Y, in Eqn. (B.4;l). 6The
values ofithe expressions relative to ^4^, the amplitude of the pedestal following a 90° pulse, Eqn, (B.3.15)
were evaluated assuming an inhomogeneous quadrupole interaction (cosxi = 0)j and neglecting any relaxation
effects (f{ = 1).

and

Here Mg( are the matrix elements of (B.2.6 - 7).

In section B.5.1, only ^±i[7*y —.T2] w a s of interest
since only that polarization can be detected in T2.
The other polarizations, however, do exist and effect
the outcome in vi. The result of a calculation similar
to (1) gives:
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Figure 15. Analysis of the 90^ — T\ — 90y sequence. Variation of the pedestal, AQY , at T<I ~ 0, and echo-
maximum amplitude, A*Y, as a function of T\ . Experimental data are for 81 Br in the [110] direction in a single
crystal of KBr at room temperature. The amplitudes are relative to the initial amplitude of the pedestal,
AQ(0), at T\ = 0, following a 90° pulse measured under the same conditions. The corrected values of ^ ^ ( 0 )
and A*Y(Q) are from Table 1. Straight lines are the best fits.

n

<l>lbXYY

A$

A

$YY
*YY

X3)+

12 3COS(X1

A*YYcos(Xi - X2)

X 3 )

X2

- X2 + Xs) + A*YY cos(x2 - Xa)

+A + X2 - Xs) + A* l - X2 - X3),
(fl.4.6)

where the expression for each coefficient, A*YY, is
given in Table 3.

One check of the entries shows that by letting
T\ = T2 = 0 and f̂ g = 1, Eqn. (6) reduces to Eqn.
B.3.14 (sequence X) as expected. The value of each
coefficient in Eqn. B.4.6 in the absence of relaxation
is given in Table 3.

Figure 1 shows a typical signal produced by
the sequence XYY, and inspection shows that the
entries in Table 3 are qualitatively correct when
the effects of the distributions of quadrupole and

dipole-dipole interactions are taken into account.
It consists of a positive pedestal of initial am-
plitude, AQYY and four echoes of maximum am-
plitude Afp-.Afmn < r2) or A*YY (n >

To provide a quantitative check on the values
in Table 3, which are correct only in the absence
of relaxation, we can use the method of extrapolat-
ing to negligible relaxation by extrapolating the be-
havior for long times between pulses to short times.
Figure 16 shows the amplitude of the pedestal and
the four echoes plotted against T\ for T-I — %T\ , and
Figure 17 for 3r2 = T\. In both experiments, the
last three echoes A*YY, or ^YY\A^YY,A^YY,
which depend on only single-quantum coherences,
extrapolate very well to their respective relaxation-
free values given in Table 3. Note that the sign and
magnitude of the second echo are different in the two
experiments, as expected. Table 3 shows that the
pedestal A$YY, and the first echo, A*YY, depend
on f±3(T2), therefore the more rapid initial decay
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Sequence XYY for/-|
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Coeff. Feature Expression* T| * Tj

Af"

.XiT
A12

Af"

AT

AM

A tit

A,n

Pedestal

Pedestal

Transient

Transient

Transient

Transient

EchO Tj - T|

Echo r j - T]

EchO Tj * T| + Tj

Echo Tj - T( - Tj

{l/S0}[{2 + 6cosXi+«cosx >-

+{» /40 ) } { I -COSXI} / * , I (T I )

-{3/200}{I + 3 cos xi - 2 cos xi + cos<x. + xi) - 3 cos(x, - xi)}/ii(ri)
Total

{9/400)} {4/1,<T,> + /l ,(T l) + Sfl

{9/400)} {4/1,(T,) + /1 , (T,) + S/l

{3/200)} (6/li('»)

{9/400)} {6/i,(Ta) + - / 1 , ( T , ) }

0.1000

0.5625

-0.0375

0.6250

-0.3750

0.5625

-0.1875

00938

0.5625

0.5625

-0.2813

0.8438

-0.2813

0.2I2S

0.5500

1.1875

Table 3. Sequence XYY for I = 3/2 °The analytical expressions for the coefficient, ''A*$Y, in Eqn. (B.4.6).
For clarity, the multiplying factors f±(n) and f±(T3) have been omitted from each expression. 6The values
of the expressions, relative to A$, the amplitude of the pedestal following a 90° pulse, Eq. (B.3.15), were
evaluated assuming an inhomogeneous quadrupole interaction (cosxi = 0), and neglecting any relaxation
effects (ff = 1).

seen for these features in Figure 16 indicates that
the relaxation rate of the triple-quantum coherence
<P±3 is faster than the rate of the single- quantum co-
herence ^ j . The triple-quantum coherence makes
a much larger contribution to the pedestal than to
the first echo. Therefore using Table 3 we fitted the
T2 dependence of A$YY, measured at jz = 0, to the
function

(fl.4.7)

assuming a Gaussian function of the form

= exP[(-l/2)(r2/T±3G)2], (B.4.8)

with T± 3 G = 183 ±10Ms(79Br, pedestal, [110]).
When n = T2, Table 3 shows that there are ex-
tra contributions to the pedestal coming from the

terms containing cos(-Yi — X2). The results of a se-
ries of experiments with T\ = T2 shown in Figure 18
indicate that for negligible relaxation, the pedestal
was about 1.26 times higher than the value observed
in Figures 16 and 17 in satisfactory agreement with
the theoretical limit value of 1.2.

3. Jeener-Broekaert Sequence JB: [fJB —
T3] = [90* - n - 45; - r2 - 455 - r3]

The polarizations produced by the sequence
XY/2, [tXY/2] = [90° - r x -45°], are given in Table
7 of Ref. 29. One important feature of the JB se-
quence stems from the fact that the only alignment
produced is 4>o[yXY^2), and Jeener and Broekaert
were the first to use it to create dipole-dipole align-
ment in gypsum (41). Of the coherences produced,
only ^i3[7*1'2] does not evolve under the quadru-
pole interaction. The evolution in the r2 period is
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Figure 16. Analysis of the 90jf — Ti — 90y — TI — 90y — T3 sequence. Variation of the pedestal and the four echo-
maximum amplitudes, AfJY (Eqn. (B.4.6) as a function of TI (for the special case T2 = 3TI). Experimental
data are for 81Br in the [110] direction in a single crystal of KBr at room temperature. Theoretical limit
values obtained from Table 3 by putting / / ( T I ) = 1, are plotted at T\ = 0. Broken curve is best fit to Eqns.
(B.4.7) and (B.4.8) for A$YY.
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Figure 17. Analysis of the 90^ — ^ — 90^ — TI — 90J — T̂  sequence. Variation of the pedestal and the four echo-
maximum amplitudes, ^4^^,(Eqn. [B.4.6]) as a function of T\ (for the special case T\ = 3 ^ ) . Experimental
data are for 81Br in the [110] direction in a single crystal of KBr at room temperature. Theoretical limit
values obtained from Table 3 by putting / / ( n ) = 1, are plotted at TX = 0.
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Figure 18. Analysis of the 90jf - n — 90y -75 — 90y - T3 sequence. Variation of the pedestal, the two
superimposed echo-mamixum amplitudes, A*YY +A*%Y, and the echo maximum A*^\ (Eqn. (B.4.6) as a
function of n for the special case (n = r2). Experimental data are for 81Br in the [110] direction in a single
crystal of KBr at room temperature. Theoretical limit values obtained from Table 3 by putting //(^l) = .1,
are plotted at r\ = 0.

calculated from Table 3 of Ref. 29 using the initial
conditions from Table 7 of Ref. 29 to give all the
non zero polarizations after the [7*1'/2] pulse. We
note that in particular alignment is one of the ones
produced

- r2]+

(B.4.12)

where

_ T2] = (3/2N/5)(sinxi)/ii(r1)/0
2(r2)
(£.4.9)

To detect the quadrupolar alignment remaining
at the end of the T% period, it is converted into single-
quantum coherences by the second 45J pulse. Im-
mediately after the pulse the single-quantum coher-
ences are

These all mix in the final r3 period to give

. (S.4.13)

(B 4 10) ^ n e r e s u" ; c a n be written in the form

- r2],

&i [7 J B " r3] =

sXz

X3)

X3)+

+ X2 + Xz)+

X3)+
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Sequence JB for/-

CoelT. Feature Expression' T, * T ,

0.2500

0.1406

0.1406

0

0.5313

0.0938

-0.4219

0.5156

-0.1641

0.7031

0.1406

0.2109

0.2109

0.2109

T, - T ,

0.4750

0.1406

-O.0S63

0

0.6719

Pedestal

AT
AII
AS
A$,

A*

A?i

An\

A,h
.m

AM

Transient

Transient

Transient

Transient

Echofi- r,

Echo t j » rj

Echo TJ « t | + TJ

Echo rf » r, - rj

Echo t | • t | - rt

{I/IO0H10 + « cos xi + « cos xi + 9 cos(x, + xi) + » oos(xi -

+{9/800} {5 + 3 cos xi - 2 cos xi - 3 cos(xi + x»> - 3 cos(xi - XiM/!.(ri)

-{3/20}(cos xi - cos(xi + XJM/ IJCO)

Total

{3/160} {8/i,('i) -
{9/1600} {§/l,(r,) -

{3/800} {l2/i,(r1) + MjUrs) + 3/J,(f,) +

{3/1600} {36/1,(T,) + W/lrfr,) + 9/J,(rJ) - 4O/J,(r2)}

{9/1600} ltfl,irt) + 40/fcr,) - 3/J,<T,) + S/IJ

{3/800} {I2/I,(ra) - 20/trf

{3/1600}{36/l,(r,) + 40/Uu) + 9/»,(T,) - 40/J^T,)}

Table 4. Sequence JB for I = 3/2 "The analytical expressions for the coefficients, A$, in Eqn: (B.4:i4).
For clarity, the multiplying factors f±t(Ti) and f±(f$) have been omitted from each expression. 6The valued
of the expressions, relative to AQ , the amplitude of the pedestal following a 90° pulse, Eqn. (B.3.15) were
evaluated assuming an inhomogeneous quadrupole interaction (cosxi = 0), and neglecting any relaxation
effects (// = 1).

JB,+AX 2 3cos(xi - X2 + X3) + A2 3

^ i + X2 - X3> + A{B2 5COS(XI - X2 - X3)
(B.4.14)

Table 4 gives the expression for each Aj£. The
value of each coefficient in Eqn. (14) in the ab-
sence of relaxation is also given in Table 4. Figure 2
shows a typical signal produced by the JB sequence
and inspection indicates that the entries in Table
4 are qualitatively correct. It consists of a posi-
tive pedestal of initial amplitude, AQB, four echoes
of maximum amplitude A^\, A^^ 3(T\ < T^), (or

One check on Table 4 shows that be letting TI =
0 and assuming fjjig = 1, Eqn. (14) reduces correctly
to Eqn. (1), the result for the sequence XY.

The polarization pathways are easily traced
throughout the sequence. A map for spin 1 was
shown in a previous paper (36) and an analogous

one can be drawn for spin §. As an experimental
verification of the analysis of this sequence, we de-
termined what amplitudes the pedestal and echoes
would have in the absence of all interactions except
the quadrupole and Zeeman. To do this, experi-
ments have been performed with fixed ratios of TI/T?,
in which the dependence of the 8IBr free induction
signal 9y\^JB — Tzi on T\ was recorded. These exper-
iments were done with Ho in the [110] direction. The
features of the signal could be resolved to T\ > 50/xs,
although for T\ < 100/JS it is difficult to separate
the first echo from the pedestal. Figure 19 shows
the amplitudes of the pedestal and the four echoes
plotted against rx for r2 = Zr\. Extrapolating the
curves back to i\ = 0 and r2 = 0 give estimates of
AiB,A{%,A(\ 3,^2!, and Aff 5, free from relax-
ation effects. The agreement with the theoretical
limit values given in Table 4 is good.

The magnitude of pedestal in Figure 19 confirms
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data are for 81Br in the [110] direction in a single crystal of KBr at room temperature. Theoretical limit
values obtained from Table 4 by putting /,*(n) = 1, are plotted at n = 0-
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Figure 21. Determination of TQ in the [110] direction from the T2 dependence of the first echo ^4/^. (a) 81Br
data using the straight JB sequence with r\ — 100/* s (Eqns. [B.4.14] and [B.4.15]). (b) 79Br data using the
phase-alternating sequence f^B — fgB with T\ = 100 ms as described in the text.

that AQ has components coming from.^j and
and that the contribution from the triple-quantum
coherence decays to zero during r-i in about 300 ps.
This is consistent with the value, T±3G = 185/is, de-
termined in the XYY sequence. For the first echo,
Ai°^, these effects are not so pronounced because
the contribution form ^ 3 is smaller. The pedestal
was found to echo at about 73 = (ri + T2)/2, al-
though this is not particularly well shown by the
plot in Figure 21 and this is probably a result of
some refocussing of the triple-quantum coherence.

Figure 20 shows the results of a similar experi-
ment with?! = 3T2, Again the agreement with the
theoretical limit values is gratifying. The decay of
the first echo is faster in this series of experiments
because most of the decay occurs during TX and r3,
rather than during T<I.

The relaxation time of $j was determined by
keeping T\ constant (100 /x s) and varying TI in
the range 0.5 to 100 ms. The single- and triple-
quantum coherences decay on a much shorter time
scale, therefore the amplitude of the first echo can
be used to monitor the decay of the quadrupolar
alignment. We analyzed the data in Figure 21 as-

suming

M Sfa, **) = (9/320)(/|x(r2) + 8/02(r2) + /|3(r2)
(B.4.15)

For T2 >>1 ms, the contributions from the single-
and triple-quantum coherences can be neglected.
Assuming that

/0
2(r2) = exP(-r2 /r2) , (B.4.16)

we determined the value T2, = 47 ± 3 ms (81Br, echo

Changing the phase of the first 45° pulse from
+90° to -90° changes the sign of all the even-
quantum coherences (including $,) m the r2 period,
and leaves the odd-quantum coherences unchanged.
This result can be obtained form Eqns. (83-88) of
Ref. 29. Table 5 shows that there are only odd
contributions to the pedestal. The first echo comes
from $3 a°d odd contributions. Therefore a phase-
alternating sequence can discriminate in favor of <%.
Thus, if we define the sequences
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{1001

4)6 ± 10M$
437 ± 20 MS
428 ± 2 0 MS

Relaxation Tunes for a Di

»'Br

II10]

387 ± 10 MS

96 ± 0.6 ms

265 ± 1 0 MS

47 ± 3 ms

sfcnni

67.1
66
61

66

7

183

39

ed. Single Crystal of KBr

[110]

± 0.7 ms
± 1 ms
± 5 ms

± I ms

± 2 ms

± 1 0 MS

± 3ms

Sequence

X
X

X

XX
XXX
XXX

XXX

XXX

XXX
XYY

»

Feature

Pedestal
Pedestal
Ecbol

Pedestal
Pedestal
Ecbol

Echoes 3-2

Pedestal

Ecbol

Pedestal

Ecbol

Table 5. Br. NMR Relaxation Times for a deformed, single crystal of KBr. Determined using the pulse
sequences described in the text. The relaxation times, Tf, refer to the relaxation of the corresponding
multipole polarizatons, ^J, as described in the text.

and

bJBB] = [90° - TI - 45°_y - 75 - 45°],

we find, as expected, that if the sequences 7^B

and 7jj are used alternately, and the data accu-
mulated by alternately adding and subtracting the
signals in the computer, then the pedestal is aver-
aged to zero and the first echo contains only -fig. This
mode of data collection makes it easier to integrate
the echo signal to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
Using this technique we determined, from the decay
of the first echo,

T% = 39 ± 3 ms(raBr,echo # 1 , [110]).

The result is also shown in Fig. 21. The difference
between the two values is a result of the larger elec-
trical quadrupole moment of reBr.

III. Summary
The purpose of this article is to cover some basic
aspects of spin dynamics and apply these to a non-
trivial experimental situation. In part A, some very
basic ideas are discussed in order to describe some
notions frequently missed by students. The basis for
NMR is the motions of the spins and these require a

quantum mechanical description. Since, moreover,
NMR studies coherence, a density matrix descrip-
tion is essential. This density matrix is used out of
necessity since quantum mechanical states have an
inherent statistical property. This is in contrast to
the use of a density operator in statistical mechanics
which is introduced out of convenience to handle the
many different states which are possible and cannot
reasonably be treated exactly.

The applications of theory of spin dynamics are
not restricted to multipulse experiments in solids.
The theory can be applied to all types of current
experiments in the solid and liquid phases, and is
not restricted to NMR alone. The study of KBr,
presented in part B, shows that it is possible to use
multipulse sequences to obtain relaxation and dy-
namical data of a number of polarizations in addi-
tion to the usual Ti, T2 values. These other data
provide a different and complementary probe of the
system.
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